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Our Mission
ShopExp’s mission is to bridge the gap between online and 
offline retailing through experiential shopping and AI enabled 
technologies and create a sustainable fashion supply chain.

• Increase Conversion Rate, AOV and Sales 

• Reduce returns, operating costs and markdowns 

• Minimize manufacturing and material wastage

• Optimize retailer clearance costs

• Maximize floor space and customer experience
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The ShopExp Team

Chandan Panda
Founder & Director

LinkedIn

Vikram Singla
Co-Founder & 

Head Of Operations

LinkedIn

Peter Knock
Advisory Board Member

LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chandan-panda-b9081814/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vikramsingla/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/peterknock/
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Smart Mirror

ShopExp’s Smart Mirror is an Augmented 
Reality fitting room that allows customers to 
TryOn photorealistic styles in-store. 

Virtual TryOn

Using your smartphone or computer camera, 
virtual TryOn allows customers to try on 
makeup, cosmetics and accessories from the 
comfort of home (clothing to come). 

Our 

Solutions
ShopExp uses emerging augmented 

reality (AR) technology to enhance the 

customer experience, both in-store 

and online. 
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Reduce Returns

Reduce returns by allowing 
customers to try before they 
buy, both in-store and online.

5 X Conversion Rate

Using AR / VR in eCommerce has 
proven to increase conversion 

rate by up to 5 times.

Reduce Waste

Reduce your eco footprint by 
minimising material wastage, 
returns and damaged stock.

Reduce Costs

Reduce your operating costs, 
time in-store and reliance on 

costly floor space. 

Increase AOV

Average order value is bound to 
increase with this streamlined 

shopping experience.

Endless Aisle

Don’t be limited by floor space. 
Showcase an endless aisle of 

products on your Smart Mirror. 

Benefits of the Smart Mirror and Virtual TryOn
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Foot Traffic 

With the ease and experience of online shopping 
improving year-on-year, brick-and-mortar retailers 
are having to work increasingly hard to get traffic 
through the doors. 

In-Store Experience
Brick-and-Mortar retailers are losing out to online 
shopping by not being able to give their customers 
appropriate levels of personalised service, product 
comparison, fast checkout etc. 

Sustainable Operations 
Rising retail rents, shrinking floor space and tough 
new Retail Recovery Protocols are forcing retailers 
to innovate the way they operate and adopt 
emerging retail technologies. 

Range and Availability 

In an era of fast fashion it is becoming increasingly 
difficult for brick-and-mortar retailers to circulate 
stock, offer a wide range of sizes and colours, and 
keep popular items in stock. 

The Challenge for Brick-and-Mortar
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Smart Mirrors

ShopExp’s Smart Mirror is an Augmented Reality fitting room, 

using photorealistic virtual clothing, accessories, makeup and 

footwear that instantly displays styles for all body types.
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Smart Mirror Case Studies 

Our SmartMirror offers a unique in-store experience for retailers 

looking to make a memorable first impression on their customers. 

Runaway The Label Robina 

Pop-Up Store 

Runaway utilised our Smart 
Mirror in their successful 

Robina pop-up store. 

WATCH THE CASE STUDY

The Party People used the 
mirror to streamline 

Halloween costume TryOn.

WATCH THE CASE STUDY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kX8E3fRVACA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4223Kb4k8LQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=17&v=zUhzlB4AGaI&feature=emb_logo
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Returns

According to Australia Post, clothing returns are at an 
all time high of 9%. With freight prices on the rise and 
the growing consumer expectation of ‘Free Returns’, 
returns are posing a major challenge for online retail. 

Fashion Wastage
The average Australian purchases 27kg of clothing, 
24kg of which ends up in landfill due to the poor 
quality, fit or style compatibility. There is growing 
consumer pressure to reduce fashion wastage. 

Consumer Confidence 
The inability to try on clothes, accessories, 
cosmetics and jewelry prior to purchase is one of 
the greatest barriers to online shopping. 

The Challenge for Online Retail

Online Experience 
Competition in the online space has heated up 
significantly in recent years. To attract new and 
retain existing customers, retailers need to go 
above and beyond to deliver a superb experience. 
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Online Virtual TryOn

ShopExp’s online virtual tryon solution helps users try online 

before they buy which in turn increase conversion rate, AOV 

and helps reduce returns.
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3D design technology has been on the fashion industry’s radar for a while now and the Covid-19 pandemic has 
surfaced it as a potential solution to disrupt the entire fashion supply chain.

Advantages of using 3D Samples :

• Can be used in both design and sampling and in selling to buyers and customers.

• Selling and Marketing before production

• Increase efficiency and decrease waste, especially while working remotely

• Can be used to allow customers to personalize products online using 

photorealistic 3D models, which can be produced based on orders placed

• Can be used in different situations, from creating marketing materials and 

virtual showrooms to customer-facing e-commerce pages and AR experiences.

• Brands like Tommy Hilfiger, Kering (parent company to Gucci, Balenciaga and 

Alexander McQueen), Nike, Adidas, Loreal, Rebecca Minkoff etc are already 

leading the way using 3D sampling

3D Sampling
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Creating a more Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainability is now more than ever a customer concern, so Fashion brands, retailers and wholesalers are searching 

for ways to answer these challenges, pointing to digital transformation as a necessary step. We can help you lead 

the way for a more sustainable eyewear supply chain.

Marketing and Selling Before Production

Using our Virtual TryOn, influencers from any where in the world can be used to promote and market products and 

take orders from customers/dealers/retailers even before production(directly or via retailers)

Provide Virtual Tryon Solution Online and In-Store

Apart from giving a next gen experiential shopping experience our virtual TryOn solution helps increase conversion 

rate, AOV, reduced returns and in turn get more returning customers to increase sales and customer loyalty.

How can we help?
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ShopExp In the Press
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To request a demo of ShopExp’s in-store or 
online technology

Visit
shopexp.io/

https://shopexp.io/
mailto:chandan@shopexp.com.au
https://www.linkedin.com/company/shopexp/

